ΓifG+fH)
J a by using product integral techniques. In his development, the existence of integrals of the form and is zero. However, it has been shown by W. D. L. Appling [1, Theorem 2, p. 155] and the author [8, pp. 153-154] that the existence of G and x Y\ y {\ + G) for a ^x < y ^b is not sufficient to imply the existence of the integrals in (b). In the following, we solve the integral equation in (a) without requiring the existence of the integrals in (b). All integrals and definitions are of the subdivision-refinement type, and functions are from either R to N or R x R to N, where R denotes the set of real numbers and N denotes a ring which has a multiplicative identity element represented by 1 and a norm | | with respect to which N is complete and |1| = 1. Lower case letters are used to denote functions from R to JV, and capital letters are used to denote functions from R x R to N. Unless noted otherwise, functions on R x R are assumed to be defined only for elements {a, b) of R x£ such that a<b.
is a subdivision of [a,b] 
exists for a ^ x < y ^ b and
Before proving the theorem, we point out the results of considering left and right integrals, respectively. If H = 0, then we have the integral equation (a) Γ fG.
J a
This equation involves only a left integral, and its solution is
On the other hand, if G = 0, then we have the integral equation To obtain some feeling for why invertibility-related conditions are placed on H but not on G, consider the first approximations to equations (a) and (c). For (a), we have that
while for (c), we have that and hence that
For additional discussion of product integrals, inverses and integral equations, the reader is referred to papers by J. V. Herod [12] and the author [9] .
The main result is now established.
Proof. To simplify notation in the following work, we use the interval functions Γ, U and V to denote 
If a = x, the result follows immediately. Therefore, suppose α < JC. Proof (2)->(1). It follows from the bounded variation of the various functions involved that / is bounded on [a, b] . Since ΣJLi H' G OB° on [a,b] (1) |Hi|<l-/3 for i = 1,2, -,n, (2) Σ?.,|G,|<B, (3) ΣΓ.,|H,|<B, 
Therefore, (LR) I (fG+fH) exists and is f(x)-h(x).
Hence, (2) 
